Additional Ideas for Leaders Week 7
Theme: Practice Ressurection
by Reverend Emily Meyer, Director of The Ministry Lab

This week’s text, Luke 24:1-12, (The Women Discover the Empty Tomb), reminds us
just how difficult it is to comprehend, describe, or believe in New Life.

A fun way to read this text is with an Easter egg hunt:
1. Print out a large print version of the reading; be sure to include verse numbers.
2. Cut the text up by verse (each verse is on a single strip of paper; be sure the
verse numbers are visible).
3. Place each verse in a plastic Easter egg and hide
eggs.
4. Let folx find them - this can be done in the middle of
an Easter morning worship service.
5. If you have more than 12 people, limit the search to
a certain age group or declare the first 12
egg-finders the “winners”.
6. If you have fewer than 12 people - invite more
people, or ask finders to read more than once (see
below).
7. This could be all ages, or just your Littles.
8. When all the eggs are found, invite finders to line up in order of the numbers
printed on their texts: 1-12.
9. If non-readers are finders, invite an adult to assist them. Then, read the story,
verse by verse, until the whole story is told.
10. This works for Sunday school, youth group or outdoor worship gathering:
distances can be maintained, but the fun is had and the story is shared!

Once the story is read, with all ages consider:
● What is easy for you to believe in this story? What seems really hard to believe?
● Is it important to believe this story in a particular way? Do we all need to take the
same meaning from this story?
● Notice who believes this story the first time it is told. What does it take for Peter
to believe what he and others originally thought was an “idle tale”? What is an
“idle tale”?
● Does our faith in God depend upon us believing certain things about this story?
● What does New Life look like?
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● You might unpack how the story was “killed” (cut up and hidden in the “tomb” of
each egg) and brought back to life when everyone worked together and shared
the story out loud. How does this help us search for or participate in bringing New
Life to our communities?

With children, teens and adults, you can explore the
concept of death leading to New Life with time-lapse videos
of seeds in soil (multiple different types of seeds; 25 days of
bean plant; an avocado tree!) or
caterpillar-chrysalis-butterfly (full monarch life cycle; the
Luna Moth; the BBC’s narration is excellent, but we don’t
get to see the butterfly emerge:(; and this one gives us the
whole life-cycle with an engaging narrator and lots of info
helpful to this conversation!).
● Notice what “death” looks like in these videos.
● Explore a non-binary (avoid labeling “good” or “bad) view of death and life;
consider the concept of the death-life-death cycle.

In response to the Gospel reading, with youth and adults, consider:
What does the timing of this story convey?
● Does it matter that it is “dawn”?
● You might talk about night, sleepiness, exhaustion as counterpoints of day,
wakefulness, exhilaration: New Life comes to us after a time of shadow, or as
The Work of the People frames it, Fruitful Darkness; see also The Many’s Those
Who Dream.
Notice who the first commissioned preachers of the Gospel/Good News are.
● Is this who we would expect?
● How does this shape our understanding of how God presents New Life to us?
● If we heard God’s story from women and other marginalized peoples more often;
would our understanding of God’s action - and our ability to see New Life change?
● See our Confronting Misogyny and Intersectionality lib guides for more diverse
tellers of God’s story.
What is an “idle tale”?
● Consider stories of New Life that are shared in our community today:
** Covid-19 vaccines ** police reform ** reciprocity actions ** immigration reform
● Are some of these stories considered “idle tales”?
● Does it matter who is telling these stories?
● Would we “believe” them more if someone else were telling them?
● What might it take to get more people to “be amazed at what is happening”?
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